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1. INTRODUCTION
Cavern in rock are built since thousands of years, starting for example from sepulchres of the Egyptian pharaohs, which were excavated by hand, to the new TBM used to build tunnels of dozens of
km length. The development was so important and differentiate that it will overrun by far the frame of
this short presentation.
At the contrary, the history of the procedures used to explain the conditions of equilibrium of the cavity and of the means to support it is much shorter. This development took place practically in the last
century or, better said, in ¾ of it.
Until that moment empirical perceptions and practical rules of thumb were in use, but they were lacking of any scientific base.

2. ON THE METHODS OF ANALYSIS IN GENERAL
The history of the methods of computations is not a simple nor a straight one. It evolved differently
from country to country and from school to school of thinking.
Nevertheless, from time to time one can observe convergences. Some of the methods were developed to solve exceptional problems and could be helpful only for special cases. Unfortunately many
mistakes took place, due to a precipitate generalisation of special conditions.
Indeed, the circumstances and the boundary conditions are so variable and different that valid and
useful methods of computation could be set up only under restrictive hypothesis.
Additionally, one may observe a simultaneous development of methods of constructions, exploration
and testing, and of the mathematical tools as well as of the knowledges in rock and soil mechanics.
No doubt that an interaction between all these factors took place all along said period.
Furthermore, the requirements on precision and probability of holding true of the geological, geomechanical and statical statements did increase continuously while the conditions of the ground, of
the project as well as the construction methods did continue to become more difficult and complicated.
In the following only the main aspects may be presented chronologically, while it is impossible even
only to list all the proposals set up.

3. CONDITIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM
A first obvious kind of danger in the cavity is the falling down of rock masses from the arch or the
walls. There is thus the necessity to fix or to tear them loose.
This "breaking up pressure" (in opposition to the true rock pressure) requires often a lining. On this
basis various hypothesis for the analysis of the lining were developed (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Former assumption for load on lining.

The validity of these models is only acceptable as long as a number of discontinuities of the rock
mass do exist to separate the stable wider cavity from the supposed loose mass. Doubts are thus
possible in this respect!
Nevertheless, this way of thinking was followed and a number of semi-empirical formulae were set
up, where the type of the "discontinuities" was more or less considered as main factor.
Figure 2 shows two assumptions according Bierbaumer and Terzaghi. Simple formulae were then
derived from to estimate the load acting on the lining.

Figure 2: Loading mass - Former assumption.

For sure some practical successes were due to these formulae especially in case of using steel ribs.
But, the same can be questioned, because the "intensity" of the jointing is not sufficient by itself to
define a state of equilibrium of this kind with a sufficient precision. Later on, various assumptions
were set up to design the lining (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Rupture body (Sattler).

4. THE NATURAL STATE OF STRESS
The question of the influence of the cover of rock lasting on the cavity, and thus that of the natural
state of stress in the mountains was often and even vehemently discussed in the past.
So Prof. Heim (1878) assumed, more than a century ago, that at great depth an isotropic,
"lythostatic" state of stress did exist because of the plasticity of the rock. Nevertheless the tale of an
"elastic state of stress with an horizontal stress component defined by the "Poisson ratio" is still
ghosting around (Prof. Andreae 1925).
Meanwhile (1966) it has been shown that this equilibrium is limited, in both directions, by the shear
strength of the weakest discontinuities and not by the elastic properties of the rock mass (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Elastic hypothesis (1925) and reality in presence of discontinuities (1966)

5. THE BORED PLATE
A big progress in dealing with this problem was obtained in considering a "bored plate" as a simple
representation of the tunnel. For the sake of simplicity, a circular tunnel section and a homogeneous
stress field were assumed at the beginning as being "evident" as basis for the computations.
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In this sense Lamé did develop in the 19th century the elastic solution for the "bored plate", or most
generally for the thick walled pipe (Figure 5).

P1 = natural stress
Pr = radial stress
Pt = tangential stress

th

Figure 5: Elastic solution (Lamé, 19 century)

But, this kind of analysis could not explain in an acceptable way all the observations made underground. Already 1923 R. Mailland did suppose that in many cases a zone of rock should exist
around the tunnel in which the limit of elasticity is over-passed and a decay of the rock strength
takes place (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Hypothesis of Maillard (1923)

Fundamentally right, his thinking was however not very clear and evident. Only 1938 Fenner provided some results for the elasto-plastic behaviour of the rock mass with some additional limiting
conditions (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Development of stresses (Fenner, 1938).

Thirty years later the assumption of a central symmetric state of stress could be abandoned (Széchy, 1969) (Figure 8).
K = δn/δv: nat
δt = tang. stress
δn = radial stress

Figure 8: Radial and tangential stresses in the elastic plate with a bore.

But only a decade later the correct integration of the elasto-plastic rock behaviour could be solved in
considering isotropic forces acting at the boundaries of the plate.
A further development of the method consisted in incorporating the lining along the inner border of
the bored plate as a element of increased stiffness. So the method of Sattler for the elasticability
embedded ring.
One seldom clearly presented consequence was that the lining was considered structurally effective
even before the tunnel was excavated.
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This may happen in exceptional cases but will be always an exception (Figure 9). (Such conditions
may exist, for example, in big caverns, when the supporting structure is formed by a series of small
adits which will be filled with concrete before the cavity is excavated).

Figure 9: Application of the loads after lining (1972).

In general, this in hurry applied method of computation, which was often offered in the seventies of
the last century, led to excessively loaded linings and thus to too thick and costly structures.
The hypothesis of a homogeneous central symmetric natural stress field - that is the equality of the
horizontal and vertical components - was quite disturbing, so that Kastner did publish 1962 a
pseudo-elasto-plastic solution in the assumption of different stress components (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Zones of overpassing the elastic limits (Kastner, 1962).

Thereby he could only show the zones where the elastic limit would be overrun without being able to
indicate the influence of this fact on the equilibrium and the deformations of the plate - and thus of
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the tunnel. Finally, only the development of the electronic computing and of adequate numerical
methods made it possible in 1966 to analyse exactly the bored plate under elasto-plastic conditions.
Different natural stress components as well as any shape of the cavity could then be analysed (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Exact elasto-plastic computation (Lombardi, 1966).

Additionally, also various systems of discontinuities as well as the weight of the rock could be taken
into account (Figure 12).

Figure 12: Anisotropic rock properties (1966).
Following this advance, also the Finite Element Method entered in the field of underground works
(Figure 13).
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Figure 13: FEM-Mothod (1990)
Presently, an endless list of software and computing methods do exist which lead to quite similar results. Its use is simple with the risk that even people who doesn't know anything of the underground
conditions can easily make computations and thus even quite easily also very costly errors.
The 2-D solution of the bored plate alone can no longer be considered as a complete solution of the
tunnel problem, but it may nevertheless be quite valuable as a base for comparing various assumptions, for interpreting the results of measurements carried out, as well as useful for additional considerations.
Worth to be notices is the fact that all the methods mentioned up to now do account for the conditions of equilibrium and of deformability of the rock mass itself but not for the compatibility of the deformations of the rock and of the lining. In fact they ignore the development in stages of the construction works.
A quite important static unknown remains thus undetermined.

6. THE PSEUDO 3-D METHOD
The central symmetrical special model can thus represent an interesting approximation for our problem.
Doing so, the 3-D problem reduces itself to a 2-D one; that is with a radial and a longitudinal axis.
Already about 30 years ago the advance of a tunnel in a visco-plastic massif could be successfully
simulated using such a model (Figure 14).
Today, more complex problems can be solved in using similar methods in combination with FEM
techniques.
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Figure 14: Zones of elastic equilibrium, creep and rupture.

7. 3-D METHODS
Today, 3-D computations of the tunnel advance - under consideration of about any kind of special
particularities are possible - in using FEM methods.
The question however did change, as the main difficulty is now, in fact, the right selection and the
reasonable determination of the always more and more numerous numerical parameters, to be introduced in the computation in order to simulate correctly the behaviour of the rock massif as well as
the construction methods.
Additionally one has to consider the unavoidable uncertainties of the forecast at great depth, as well
as the great scatter of all the numerical values used to describe the rock mass.

8. THE CONSTRUCTION METHODS
The mentioned 2-D computations do not take into consideration - or at the best do it in a not acceptable way - the compatibility of the deformations of the rock and of the lining.
Fenner had the great merit to have anticipated the influence of the method of construction on the final state of stress at given distance from the face.
However, he was not in condition to analyse the problem in depth. His thinking was not understood
or not taken into consideration for a long time.
A book published in 1953 contains, for example, the assertion that "no rational method can exist to
design the lining" and that therefore its thickness should be of "one inch pro feet of the diameter".
Only at the beginning of the seventies it became clear to a majority of participants that the problem
could be rationally solved. (Congress of Rock mechanics in Denver in 1974).
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In opposition to the usual computations of structures, the load acting on the lining is not known beforehand but is the result of the way of construction influencing a quite complex structural problem.
The main result is that this way defines - to a great extent - the final equilibrium around the cavity
and thus the loads acting on the lining.
The method of the characteristic lines was developed in order to present this fact in a clear manner.
The same assumes a quite important role in the understanding of the tunnel problem.
Figure 15 represents this way of thinking based on three "plates"; the first "bored" one at some distance from the face, the second bored to half thickness at the face and a third not bored one at
some distance before the face. These three planes of computing help to establish the needed relationship along the tunnel axis.

Figure 15: The three plates.

Figure 16 represents these relations in the form of stresses and displacements.

Figure 16: Tunnel by the Rock Kernel Model (1979).
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9. THE CHARACTERISTIC LINES OF THE CAVITY
Strictly speaking the method of the characteristic lines is not one of computation. Indeed it is rather a
special very vivid way to represent the results of any computation.
It allows to simulate with simple means the progress of the construction and to represent useful
combinations.
It has a significant learning value and may represent a compensation to and a possibility of comparison with the result of many modern "black-box" programs.
Essentially, they represent a displacement in function of a load or of a "stabilising pressure".
Some misunderstanding have to be eliminated. At the beginning of this method a number of assumptions need be made. Especially the following ones were unavoidable:
− Circular cavity,
− Central symmetrical field of stresses,
− Neglecting the weight of the rock,
− Central symmetrical supporting forces acting on the internal edge,
− Isotropic elasto-plastic behaviour of the rock mass at no dilatancy,
− No change of the properties of the materials during the construction that is the distressing of the
rock mass,
− Monotonous decrease of the supporting forces starting from the natural stress field.
Following, the radial convergence is constant all along the border. The characteristic line represents
thus the functional relationship between the supporting pressure "p" and the radial convergence " "
according to Figure 17. From A to B the behaviour is purely elastic. From B to I a "plastic" additional
component does appear. Then, there is a limit for supporting forces. A collapse would take place below this limit.

Figure 17: Simple characteristic line.

Unfortunately, there are still people who believe that the restrictive assumptions mentioned are always in force.
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Indeed, thanks the development of the numerical methods, all these assumptions could be progressively abandoned.
Figure 18 shows, for example, three characteristic lines for the arch, the walls and the invert respectively in using an elasto-plastic behaviour with softening and dilatancy of the rock mass. Additionally,
the time dependent displacements due to the viscosity of the material are simulated. One can say
that the results obtained by any computation may always be represented by characteristic lines.

Figure 18: Characteristic lines according the direction

An additional particularity has to be considered. Any point of a characteristic line does correspond to
a possible equilibrium.
But, unique relationship between supporting force and convergence exists only when the supporting
force is monotonously decreasing.
Should the radial supporting force increase again, for example due to the water pressure in a hydraulic tunnel, then, because of the non-reversible deformations which took place, points above the
characteristic line could also be arrived at. For example, Figure 19 shows that in case of enlarging
an adit in weak rock the closure of a stiff lining structure near the point of widening, may lead to a
point (E) which is no longer on the characteristic line.
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Figure 19: Characteristic lines as boundary of the zones.

The meaning of that line is thus more to represent the limit between "possible" and "non-possible"
equilibrium more than to be the site of the only possible points of equilibrium. This has been sometimes ignored and may have led to wrong conclusions. This is contradictory to the usual thinking and
is due to the fact that at some distance from the cavity the unloaded massif can be partially reloaded
again.
The art of the engineer consists essentially to best fulfil the requirements with the smallest possible
expenses in reaching the optimal point of equilibrium under all the "possible ones" thanks to the correct selection of the constructive procedures.

10. THE COMBINATION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC LINES
Support systems and linings can be loaded only by the convergence of the rock mass, which take
place after the same have reached their structural efficiency. That is the various radial gaps have
been closed (obviously, except e.g. pre-stressed tendons!).
This fundamental notion represents in fact the starting point for setting up and using the characteristic lines. To define the load on the supporting system the deformations in the massif ahead of the
face and between this and the place where the supports start to work must be deducted from the total convergence.
At the face the rock mass is supported by the deviation of the longitudinal stress trajectories as well
as by possibly anchors bored in the face itself. Various computational method were therefore developed. They led to special characteristic lines for the zone at the face.
As shown in Figure 20, the conditions of compatibility can be handed in a graphical manner. In doing so the following characteristic lines have to be considered:
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− characteristic line of the cavity at the face
− Characteristic line of the not excavated kernel
− characteristic line of the cavity at distance from the face
− characteristic line of the supports (possibly in steps and at various distances from the face).

Figure 20: Combination of the characteristic line.

The gap "δ" between rock and support that may exist and have to be compensated, should not be
forgotten.
The great advantage of the characteristic line method is its "visibility" and the facility with which the
influence of any change in the boundary conditions, in the rock properties or in the methods of construction can be represented. It is therefore easier to reach an optimal solution in the construction.
Obviously, like any other method of computation, also the method of the characteristic lines has its
limits which are to be respected.

11. THE "SYSTEMS"
Parallel to the coming into being and the development of the mentioned methods of computations,
also numerous "systems" for rock masses did come up and grow.
These systems are generally based on partially empiric statistical relationships established between
fundamental properties of the rock mass, the type of discontinuities and the presence of water which
are used to define rock classes or types.
Each class gets a reference number which should indicate the behaviour of the cavity as well as
help to select and design the support structures. These systems of classification do not enter in our
theme of the day and will thus not be described. Only a few general comments will be presented.
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These systems had the merit to render prominent - although not always very systematically - the
main factors, which define the stability of the cavity. However, they are based on statistics which do
not contain only good examples.
Nevertheless, they may be useful, for example, in order to draw comparisons between preliminary
solutions or to get a first estimate of the stability of a cavity. But to use them - as this unfortunately
often happens - to design the works, to set up the tender documents or the costing of the project
may be very dangerous and risky.
This is especially true because the various "systems" do consider generally only one aspect of the
tunnelling works, that is often the global stability of the cavity. In the construction of tunnels, at the
contrary, various aspects and a number of problems are to be taken into account at the same time
like: advance, global and local stability, overbreak, spalling, swelling, geological disturbances, water
inflows and especially the influence of the choice of the construction methods as well as the actual
manner of handling them and much more, inclusive the costs.
Generally, one-dimensional class systems do not allow to consider all these aspects in a convenient
manner.
Unfortunately, one gets the impression that many people consider the rock classes as complete
substitute for computations and testing.

12. MEASURES
No static analysis and no model hypothesis can make sense by itself.
To avoid that they remain pure virtual speculations, relationships to the physical reality must be established at the beginning and at the end of the constructional process.
At the beginning we find the knowledge of the "properties of the materials". This is also the ones of
the rock mass like strength, deformability, time effects, and permeability where each one of these
has its own anisotropy and scatter, including obviously the effects of the discontinuities.
Along the years the conceptions about models did change considerably. The initially assumption of a
stiff and then elastic body did disappear in favour of more refined considerations.
On one side models were set up, which take into consideration the decay of the rock properties with
increasing deformations (for example Figure 19) but also non-linear hydro-structural combined models. Figure 21 refers to the FES-Model (Fissured Elastic Saturated rock mass model).
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σ1 = compression
σ0 = effective stress
α = closure of the joints

Figure 21: Examples of a FES-Model (Fissured, Elastic, Saturated rock Mass)

The knowledge of quite a number of parameters to describe the rock mass turned out to be unavoidable. The direct measurement of the corresponding numerical values before the excavation is
seldom a simple affair. Therefore help is searched in indirect, geophysical methods, or measurements and tests in boreholes, comparing the results with cases of reference and using, correlations,
with various aspects of the rock mass. The rock classes may also be considered, but prudently!
In the case the rock mass is directly accessible, many kind of tests can be carried out, which do essentially correspond to the ones of the science of materials, which thus do not need be described
here.
Not to forget is finally the possibly necessary measurements of the field of natural stresses in the
rock massif.
At the opposite end of the chain, the confirmation of the holding true and the precision of the computational forecast is required. This can be obtained only thank a complete and suitable instrumentation of the structure itself.
The comparison of short and long time measures with the result of the computations carried out is
necessary not only to confirm the behaviour of the cavity and its safety in the years, but also the validity of the method used for the computations and of the way the parameters of the behaviour of the
rock mass were defined.
The measures of the deformations and the stresses have priority and form the bases of any judgement.
The choice of the proper system, the planning of the measurement program, the definition of the
dates and frequency of the measures must be carefully studied to ensure the success.
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Also in this field, enormous progresses took place e.g. from the first rudimentary mechanical deformeters to the modern electronic, at distance measurements.
The behaviour of the rock massif before as well as that of the structures and the lining can be followed during long periods. Not to be forgotten are the settlements and displacements at the ground
surface. They can be caused by the excavation itself in case of big cavities at small depth or are due
to the lowering of the ground water in case of deeper excavations.
It is not the today objective to describe in detail the available measurement and controlling means. It
is sufficient to mention that if along the last decades the computations were radically refined, the
possibilities of controlling, valuation and judgement have made also radical progresses. The requirements did also increase by much. However, it must be finally recalled that because of the everywhere existing scatters of the rock properties and the generally insufficient knowledge of the rock
massif, limits do exist in the evaluation of the methods of computation and their results.

13. SUMMARY
The noticeable and fast development of the methods of computation in the last decades made that
the main problem in the structural analysis of underground works did shift from the computational
methods to the definition of the most important rock mechanics parameters of the massif.
Exact, and to be trusted on, data on the rock properties to be used as basis values for the analysis
are often missing.
Additionally, the great, fast and almost impossible to be forecasted changing of these properties all
along the axis of the tunnel makes the problems even more difficult.
It is for sure that the most refined method of analysis is useless, if it cannot rely on a trust worth
qualitative and quantitative correct base.
It is therefore necessary to select among the numerous existing empirical, semi-empirical, structural,
analytical and numerical methods as well as from the known "classification systems" and the field
observations in any single concrete case the method, or even better the methods, to be used to
solve, in the best possible way, the problems still open.
As a rule, the results of different assumptions should be compared one with another.
The judgment of the "engineer" in a wide sense and not only that of the "specialist in computing"
should be adequately taken into account!

I thank for your kind attention
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